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2 directional driving device

Backlash reduction and output accuracy 

improvement

Conventionally, drive mechanism such as conical gear has been 

developed for robot arm joint to enable driving in multiple 

directions with a single joint. The joint of the robot arm can be 

made smaller and more sophisticated by using such driving device. 

However, since the gear is used to convert the rotation direction, 

backlash is generated and causes output error. Moreover, the 

smaller the size, the more difficult it becomes to transmit a large 

amount of torque.

This invention is able to reduce backlash and increase output 

precision, and to provide a 2 directional driving device that can 

transmit a relatively large amount of torque even when downsized. 

This invention is composed of a support, a rotating support, and a 

plurality of protruding parts, wherein the extremity of each 

protruding part is configured to rotate the inner rotating body by 

the sliding movement. This structure reduces backlash, improves 

output precision, and provides a 2 directional driving device that 

can transmit a relatively large amount of torque even when 

downsized.
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Product Application

11. Support section

12. Rotating support

13. Inner rotating body

14. Outer rotating body

15. Inner driving means

16. Outer driving means

21. Support body

22. Upper support

23. Roll rotator

24. Annular mounting part

25. 1st protrusion

26. 2nd protrusion

27. 1st slide groove

28. 2nd slide groove

29. Flange

30. Conduction gear

31.32.33.34. Bearing
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